[Diagnostic accuracy of a standardized carbohydrate-rich breakfast compared to an oral glucose tolerance test in occupational medicine].
Increasing prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus is not only a problem for the health care system but also impairs working environment. In order to reduce costs by illness and early retirement and the development of diabetic complications occupational medicine is important for early diabetes detection. However, the diagnostic gold standard, oral glucose tolerance test (oGTT), is rarely accepted. Aim of our investigation was to evaluate diagnostic accuracy of a standardizable and cost-effective test-breakfast in comparison to oGTT which might be accepted in workplace. During a workplace health promotion program diagnostic accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) of a test-breakfast (index test) was analyzed in a random-cross-over-design with healthy volunteers in comparison to an oGTT (reference test). 278 subjects participated and rated the health promotion program to be useful (99%). 74% stated that they preferred the test-breakfast in contrast to the oGTT. Both screening methods showed comparable plasma glucose and insulin curves. The plasma glucose levels measured capillary and venously during test-breakfast and oGTT were very consistent. Differences were only seen for the 2 h plasma glucose values in the fully adjusted model. The test-breakfast demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity for diabetes diagnosis compared to the reference test with highly comparable results, i. e. 8 persons (2,9%) newly diagnosed with diabetes by the test-breakfast vs. 7 (2,5%) by oGTT. A test-breakfast seems to be a useful first screening instrument to increase the compliance of occupational health promotions and might improve early diabetes diagnosis.